
 Cassie the Clever Cockatoo 
from L14

 7 Odd One Out cards

 Some sheets of white A4 
paper and colouring 
pencils

 A pair of ‘odd one out’ 
glasses (optional)

15–20 minutes

ODD ONE OUT – WHY DOESN’T THIS ONE BELONG?

Why Doesn’t This One Belong? (Grouping according to One Essential Characteristic)

Follow the same process as you did in the previous session with more straightforward examples. Introduce these 
8 Odd One Out cards using Cassie, one card a time, that show groups where the common characteristics are 
harder to observe and/or define. In each case, ask your child to explain which three objects go together, and to 
say what it is that all three share – the one essential characteristic that they all have in common. Then they need 
to explain why the odd one out does not fit:

3 objects with text and a pair of glasses
3 objects with four wheels and a bicycle
3 things you sit on and a table
3 objects for holding food and a pair of scissors
3 carnivores and a rabbit
3 horned animals and a horse
3 objects for measuring something and a hammer

Odd One Out – ‘Three-Word’ Problems:

Explain that now Cassie is going to name three things – two of them go together and belong to the same group, 
but the third does not belong. Ask your child to listen very carefully so they can tell you which one is the odd one 
out; they must give a good reason for their choices (in some cases, there is more than one suitable answer). Here 
are some ideas but feel free to choose your own too, based on your child’s interests:

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can identify members of a group and the odd one out.
Your child can give the name of the group.
Your child can explain why the odd one out does not belong using words.
Your child can group objects together, based on one essential characteristic that the objects have 
in common and can identify the one object that does not share this essential characteristic.

To identify an appropriate category name for objects belonging to a set 
To develop the ability to identify similarities and differences between objects according 
to a characteristic that they do or do not share
To single out one object that does not belong to the set and explain the criteria for this choice
To develop the ability to generalise by extracting essential characteristics from concrete examples
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Bear – lion – ostrich
Tea – coffee – cake
Spoon – plate – porridge
Car – horse – plane
Father – mother – brother
Notebook – pencil – book
Trumpet – saxophone – violin

Odd One Out – ‘Four Words or More’ Problems:

Repeat the procedure from the previous activity, using lists that have more than three words this time. Here are some examples:

Carrot – apple – cabbage – onion
River – lake – sea – bridge
Doctor – thermometer – teacher – nurse
Jack – Alan – David – Smith
Canoe – rowing boat – steamer – ferry – swan
Happy – sad – tasty – puzzled – angry
Pen – pencil – crayon – paper

ODD ONE OUT – WHY DOESN’T THIS ONE BELONG? – continued 
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Let’s Make Our Own ‘Odd One Out’ Game:

Give your child a few sheets of paper and some coloured pencils. Say: Now we are going to see if we can catch Cassie out! We know she’s clever, but 
after all the challenges she has given you let’s see if we can give her a really tough challenge!

Ask your child to draw an Odd One Out card with four pictures on it, where one object is different to the rest. Explain that they can do more than one 
card, if they want to really get Cassie thinking! 

When the card(s) are ready, encourage your child to start the game by asking Cassie if she can ‘find the odd one out’, ‘find the object that is different 
to the others on the card’, and ‘explain why it is different and what group name could be given to the other objects’. Help your child to use suitable 
language to explain what Cassie has to do, and put on a voice for Cassie’s answers. 

Model how the activity should be done by having Cassie look carefully and focus hard, take some time to think (speaking her thought process aloud 
too) and then verbalise her answers. Have her make some mistakes and correct herself. 
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